Background
China has collected high volume of electronic health record (EMR) data. The rich information in EMR data could be used for health services research. The first challenge is developing methods for extracting study variables. Our study aimed to develop and validate data extraction methods for defining clinical conditions.
Approach
The EMRs were from Beijing You-An Hospital, a leading liver diseases specialized teaching hospital affiliated with Capital Medical University in China. We developed EMR based case definitions for extracting common liver diseases and comorbidities in Charlson and Elixhauser comorbidity algorithms. We developed the EMR case definitions based on the fundamental EMR structure and clinical expertise. To determine validity of the EMR case definitions, we calculated the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) for each case definition based on the "gold standard": randomly selected 450 charts review conducted by two hepatologists. The agreement between the two reviewers was assessed by kappa value.
Results
In total, 69,864 EMRs for adult patients with liver disease admitted between 2010 and 2015 were included in this study. 
Conclusions
Our EMR case definitions of above conditions had high validity and could be applied to extract clinical variables including major liver diseases and comorbidities from Chinese EMR. This extracting method could be modified slightly for extracting other medical conditions from Chinese EMRs.
